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特許開放と共生
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　A patent is to grant a monopoly in consideration for the publication of the technology. 

A patentee will gain profit using the monopoly. Recent movements of companies freeing 

patents are difficult to understand from this traditional viewpoint. Meanwhile, Elon Musk, 

CEO of Tesla Motors, US electric vehicle (EV) manufacturer, stated "the competitors of 

Tesla are not EV manufacturers, but internal-combustion engine manufacturers." This 

indicates that Tesla decided opening patents and enlarging EV markets would be 

profitable for the company. 

　In general, freeing patents can be interpreted as a result of the ultimate aim of seeking 

profits through enlarging markets, especially when it is conducted by a leading 

technology company.

　Recent Korean representative companies, LG and Samsung, freed their patents. LG 

freed patents twice, the total number of which amounted to more than 52,000 while 

Samsung freed more than 38,000 patents. These movements differ a little from those of 

Tesla or Toyota. Patents in various technological fields became free, which was 

selectively given to small and medium sized companies and to individual entrepreneurs 

through regional public institutes. Furthermore, Samsung announced that it would offer 

the service of selecting which would be necessary for small and medium sized companies 

among the freed patents by sending the experts. In response to this, the Korean Patent 

Office reduced the official fees for the freed patents to 50%, giving incentives to freely 

transfer the patents.

　Currently, LG and Samsung do not seem to have other purposes such as the 

enlargement of market. If the purpose of freeing their patents is really the coexistence 

with small and medium sized companies as they expressed and is based on the 

determination that growing together with the small and medium sized companies is 

profitable for themselves, I hope that the purpose will be achieved and that patent freeing 

will spread as a new strategy to seek profit through coexistence.
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